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When crude oil and water are simultaneously transported in mild steel pipelines, corrosion problems

are generally associated with the water phase being in contact with the metal surface at the bottom of

the pipe. Consequently, knowing whether oil or water wets the pipe wall is an important factor, which

can affect the corrosion mitigation strategy and increase confidence in the integrity of the pipeline.

There are large knowledge gaps in this area of research and consequently only very crude empirical

criteria are used in the industry.

In the present work an experimental study of oil–water flow was conducted in a large diameter

(0.1 m ID) horizontal multiphase flow loop using four measurement techniques: flow pattern

visualization, conductivity pins, fluid sampling and monitoring of corrosion rate via ferrous ion

concentration (iron count). Five different oil/water flow patterns were observed and a flow regime

map was constructed. The flow patterns were smooth stratified flow, stratified flow with water

globules, stratified flow with mixing layer, semi-dispersed flow and dispersed flow. The results from the

conductivity pins showed three different wetting behaviors: stable water wetting, stable oil wetting

and intermittent wetting. The results of the fluid sampling were consistent with the wetting results

from the conductivity pins. Ferrous ion monitoring demonstrated that corrosion occurs only when

water wets the pipe walls and is greater for stable water wetting than for intermittent wetting.

& 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Corrosion in oil and gas pipelines can be attributed to the
presence of dissolved gases, such as CO2 and/or H2S, in water. The
hydrocarbon phase is by itself not considered corrosive and can
even be inhibitive (Efird and Jasinski, 1989; Hernandez et al.,
2002; Hernandez et al., 2003; Mendez et al., 2001). In theory, a
pipeline would be free of corrosion problems if the water phase
was entirely entrained by the oil phase, rather than flowing freely
at the bottom. Therefore, for given flow rates in a line and certain
fluids properties, it would be important to know when the
conditions of oil vs. water wetting will occur. This knowledge
can help increase the confidence in the measures taken to ensure
integrity of the pipeline and decreases costs and the environ-
mental impact.

In oil–water flow through a horizontal line, at lower flow rates,
the gravitational force dominates over the turbulent force and the
water phase flows as a separate layer in a stratified flow regime.
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As the flow rate increases, the turbulence energy of the flow
increases and the water becomes gradually more dispersed in the
oil phase. This process may appear different at very high water
cuts, above the so called ‘‘phase inversion point’’ (Brauner and
Ullmann, 2002), where the oil is dispersed in the continuous
water phase and the pipe wall is predominantly wetted by water.
In the present work, the focus is on low water cuts (less than 20%)
where oil is the continuous phase, which is a more realistic
situation in the field.

1.1. Flow pattern determination and analysis

For gas–liquid two-phase flow, the flow patterns can be
divided into either stratified, intermittent (elongated bubble, slug,
wavy annular), annular or dispersed bubble flow. In oil–water
flow, the distinction between flow patterns is not as clear as for
gas–liquid flow due to the smaller difference in fluids densities.
Consequently the researchers do not always report the same flow
patterns, although sometimes a very similar flow pattern is
reported with different names. Flow pattern designations for
oil–water flow proposed by Trallero (1995) are widely used as a
benchmark by other researchers (Kumara et al., 2009; Rodriguez
and Oliemans, 2006; Simmons and Azzopardi, 2001; Utvik et al.,
2001; Xu, 2007). The key flow patterns can be divided into two
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main groups, stratified and dispersed. The stratified flow patterns
are further divided into stratified flow and stratified flow with

mixing layer (water layer at bottom, oil layer on top with a
dispersion of oil and water in the middle), and the dispersed flow
patterns are divided into dispersion of oil in water and water

(free water layer at bottom and dispersed layer on top), dispersion

of oil in water and water in oil (two layer dispersion), water in oil

emulsion and oil in water emulsion.
In addition to the flow patterns identified by Trallero (1995),

Nädler and Mewes (1997) identified a three layer flow structure
consisting of a water-in-oil dispersion on top of a oil-in-water

dispersion and water layer. Angeli and Hewitt (2000) reported a
stratified wavy flow pattern, which might have been observed
by other researchers as stratified (Nadler and Mewes, 1997;
Rodriguez and Oliemans, 2006; Trallero, 1995; Utvik et al.,
2001). None of the researchers mentioned above reported the
annular flow pattern, which tends to occur when the viscosity of
the oil is high, with a critical value of 0.035 Pa s suggested by Xu
(2007), and if the density of the oil is close to the density of water
(Bannwart et al., 2004; Charles et al., 1961) or if the pipe diameter
is very small (Mandal et al., 2007; Wegmann and von Rohr, 2006).
Oil–water flow patterns are not as sensitive to the pipe diameter
as gas–liquid flow patterns, which need large-diameter (larger
than 0.075 m) in order to adequately represent in-situ large
diameter pipeline flow (Jepson and Taylor, 1993). Oil–water flow
patterns seem to depend more on the properties of the liquids,
such as interfacial tension, density and viscosity, and somewhat
less on pipe diameter, although different flow patterns were
observed for very small diameter pipes (10 mm and smaller),
where flow patterns such as plug, slug, churn and rivulet occur
(Mandal et al., 2007).

The transition from separated flow to dispersed flow is usually
not explicitly reported in oil–water two phase flow research, but
the value can be deducted from the published flow patterns. In
the case of Angeli and Hewitt (2000), this transition was found at
Vso¼1.5 m/s, for an acrylic 0.025 m pipe and oil with viscosity of
0.0016 Pa s and interfacial tension of 0.017 N/m. In the work of
Trallero et al. (1996) this transition was measured at Vso¼0.8 m/s
for a larger pipe (0.05 m diameter) and a model oil with higher
viscosity (0.029 Pa s) and higher interfacial tension (0.036 N/m).
However, Simmons and Azzopardi (2001) found the transition at
2.4 m/s for even larger pipe (0.063 m diameter) and oil viscosity
of 0.0018 Pa s. The exact transition velocity between stratified
and dispersed flow is obiously dependent on the pipe diameter,
and the oil properties. The general trend is for the transition to
move to higher oil velocities for larger diameter pipes but to
lower oil velocities for higher oil viscosity, higher oil density and
lower interfacial tensions.

1.2. Water entrainment modeling

When modeling CO2 corrosion in oil pipelines, it is of utmost
importance to account for the distribution of the entrained water
phase—whether it is dispersed in the oil phase (leading to oil
wetting of the line internal wall) or flowing separated at the
bottom of the pipe (leading to water wetting and corrosion of the
mild steel pipe internal surface). Making the wrong prediction of
the type of wetting would lead to erroneous prediction of the
corrosion rate and possibly much higher capital costs (due to use
of more corrosion resistant materials) and/or higher operational
costs (due to overuse of corrosion inhibitor).

The prediction of wetting in the industry has been incorpo-
rated into some CO2 corrosion prediction models typically as a
‘‘rule-of-thumb’’. In the case of a model proposed by Simon
Thomas et al. (1987), oil wetting was expected to occur in
pipelines when the water cut was less than 20% and the flow
velocity higher than 1 m/s. Later, these values were revised to a
critical flow velocity of 1.5 m/s and water cuts up to 40%
(Pots et al., 2002). Adams et al. (1993) were less conservative in
their wetting prediction and concluded that oil wetting would
occur for water cuts less than 30%, independent of flow velocity.
de Waard and Lotz (1993) also predicted that oil wetting would
occur for water cuts less than 30%, but only if the oil velocity was
greater than 1 m/s. Later, de Waard et al. (2001) extended the
influence of the oil phase with an empirical multiplier which took
into an account the crude oil type, the water cut and inclination
but did not take the pipe diameter into account. Despite the slight
improvement of the empirical models over the simple ‘‘rule-
of-thumb’’ approach, both approaches remain questionable and
do not provide any insight into the mechanism of water entrain-
ment and separation. Moreover, they are only valid for the
conditions (fluid properties, pipe diameter, inclination, etc.) for
which they were constructed and therefore lack generality. Any
extrapolation is uncertain and therefore unreliable.

Another approach to assess the effect of phase wetting on CO2

corrosion is to create a mechanistic model based on simplified
physics underpinning oil–water pipe flow. We can start with the
classical work of Hinze (1955), who investigated the forces
involved when droplets are dispersed in a continuous phase.
The balance of forces can be best decribed with the dimensionless
Weber number, We, which is a ratio between the external force
(t) which wants to break the droplet up and the opposing surface
tension force (s/dmax), where s is the interfacial tension (N/m)
and dmax (m) is the size of the largest droplet which the turbulent
flow can sustain.

We¼
tdmax

s ð1Þ

The fundamental work of Hinze (1955) was used as a base for
an entrainment model published by Wicks and Fraser (1975). The
model predicts an increase in the entrainment velocity with
increasing internal diameter of the pipeline and increasing inter-
facial tension, which is correct, but it does not take the water cut
into account. Moreover, the model uses the Weber number for
droplets being broken up in an air stream, rather than emulsifica-
tion in liquid and is calibrated against data for sand entrainment.
The resulting entrainment velocity is low and in practice only
valid for very low water cuts.

Wu (1995) modified the Wicks and Fraser (1975) model to
include the critical Weber number for emulsification in turbulent
flow (Hinze, 1955) where, instead of using the maximum velocity
of the stream, only the velocity fluctuation (n) that occurs over
distances close to the size of the droplets are effective in breaking
them up. That is to say, smaller eddies are more efficient in the
break-up of the droplet than larger eddies, which presumably
only sweep the droplets along, just like the main flow does. This is
described by Eq. (2), with ro being the density (kg/m3) of the
continuous phase, i.e. the oil phase in this case.

Wecrit ¼
ron

2dmax

s
ð2Þ

Wu (1995) furthermore proposed a critical droplet size, derived
from the work of Brauner and Moalem Maron (1992) for horizontal
flow. By introducing more realistic force balance and taking into an
account the effect of the water phase, Wu significantly improved the
original Wicks and Fraser (1975) model.

The Hinze (1955) model was based on single droplets, and
does not take coalescence into account. This is valid for dilute
dispersions when the criterion in Eq. (3) is valid, where the
subscripts c, d and m refer to the continuous phase, the dispersed



Fig. 1. Criterion for dilute dispersions for air–water and oil–water two phase

flows. The criterion is valid when 1�rc(1�ed)/rmffi0, and is drawn up for

rair¼1.2 kg/m3, rwater¼1000 kg/m3 and roil¼825 kg/m3.
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phase and the mixture, respectively, and e refers to the hold-up.

rcð1�edÞ=rmffi1 ð3Þ

The mixture density is calculated as the weighted average of
the two phases based on the hold-up of the dispersed phase:

rm ¼ ð1�edÞrcþedrd ð4Þ

In Fig. 1 the criterion from Eq. (3) is valid for values close to zero.
This will apply for gas–liquid flow for a hold-up of the gas phase up
to 80–90% (Fig. 1), whereas for oil–water flow, this criterion is only
valid for very low water cuts (r1%) due to the relatively small
density difference between oil and water. Therefore, it is more
correct that an oil–water dispersion is considered as a dense
dispersion, and coalescence between droplets cannot be ignored.

Brauner (2001) was the first to expand on the Hinze (1955)
model to incorporate droplet coalescence occurring in dense
dispersions. This was achieved by assuming that the oil phase
needs to supply sufficient energy to both disperse the water phase
and prevent the coalescence of water droplets. Brauner’s (2001) is
adapted here for the case of water-in-oil dispersions. Eq. (5)
expresses the rate of turbulent energy supplied by the oil phase
which is balanced with the rate of surface energy creation by the
formation of water droplets, where CH is a constant equal to 1, and
Qo and Qw are the flow rates of oil and water, respectively. Eq. (6)
expresses the squared mean velocity fluctuation, n in turbulent
flow in terms of the rate of turbulent dissipation, e (Hinze, 1955),
while Eq. (7) expresses the mean rate of energy dissipation in pipe
flow expressed in the terms of the friction factor, f. The friction
factor used is the Fanning friction factor, which for turbulent flow
can be approximated as f¼0.046(Re)�0.2 (Knudsen and Katz, 1954),
and is valid for Reynolds numbers ranging from 3000 to 3,000,000
where Re¼roDUo/mo and mo is the dynamic viscosity of the oil
phase (Pa s) and D the pipe diameter (m).

ron
2

2
Qo ¼ CH

4s
dmax

Qw ð5Þ

n2
¼ 2ðedmaxÞ

2=3
ð6Þ

e¼ 2
rm

roð1�ewÞ

U3
sof

D
ð7Þ

here Uso refers to the superficial oil velocity (m/s), D and ew the
water hold-up, e.g., the water cut, calculated based on the flow
rates of oil and water: ew¼Qw/(QwþQo), and takes a value from 0
(no water) to 1 (full pipe water flow). By applying Eq. (7) to Eq. (6)
the following expression of the maximum droplet size, dmax, is
derived from Eq. (5):

dmax ¼ 2:22D
roU2

soD

s

 !�0:6
rm

roð1�ewÞ
f

� ��0:4 ew

1�ew

� �0:6

ð8Þ

Eq. (8) can be used to calculate the maximum droplet diameter
that can be sustained in a turbulent flow, depending on the
velocity of the continuous phase (the oil velocity in the case of
water-in-oil dispersion), pipe diameter, water cut and the fluid
properties, such as interfacial tension between oil and water,
density of the oil and the water phase and the oil dynamic
viscosity. It should be noted that the water cut, ew, describes
the inlet conditions of the flow rate for oil and water, and not the
local water fraction along the length of the pipe.

While Eq. (8) predicts the size of the maximum droplet in the
flow, it does not predict whether this droplet will be suspended
by turbulence or ‘‘sink’’ towards the wall due to gravity for
example, i.e., whether the flow pattern will be dispersed or
stratified. The transition between dispersed and stratified flow
is achieved by comparing the maximum droplet size to a critical

droplet size, dcrit (m). There are two scenarios possible for a
droplet to ‘‘fall out’’ of the flow and move towards the pipe wall.
One is due to gravity, which tends to pull the droplet down and
the other due to deformation of the droplet, which tends to
destabilize the shape of the droplet in the flow and cause it to
‘‘swerve’’ towards the pipe walls. The gravity factor tends to
dominate at horizontal and near-horizontal inclinations while the
deformation factor is more important in vertical and near-vertical
inclinations where gravity plays a negligible role (Barnea, 1986).
In order to determine which mechanism and consequently which
droplet size is more important, the smaller ‘‘critical’’ droplet
diameter is chosen from the two according to Barnea (1986):

dcrit ¼min dgravity
crit ,ddef ormation

crit

� �
ð9Þ

When the maximum droplet size sustainable in turbulent flow is
smaller than the critical droplet size, dmaxodcrit, this suggests that
all the droplets in the flow are small enough to be suspended by
turbulence and the flow is dispersed. On the other hand, when the
maximum droplet size is larger than the critical droplet size,
dmax4dcrit, large enough droplets will form in the flow which
tend to separate out and flow stratified along the pipeline walls.

The critical droplet size due to gravity is calculated using a
force balance between the radial component of the gravitational
force, FG, pushing the droplet towards the wall (Eq. (10)) and the
turbulent force, FT, keeping the droplet suspended (Eq. (11)).

FG ¼ 9Dr9g cosb
pd3

6
ð10Þ

FT ¼
1

2
rou02

pd2

4
ð11Þ

where g is the gravitational constant (m3/kg s), d is the droplet

diameter (m), Dr is the difference in the density between the oil

and the water and b is the inclination of the pipe with horizontal
as 01 and vertical as 901. The parameter u0 describes the radial
velocity fluctuation which is estimated to be equal to the friction
velocity Uf¼Uo(f/2)2 (Barnea, 1986). The critical droplet size due

to gravity, dgravity
crit , is obtained when FG¼FT and is expressed by the

following equation:

dgravity
crit ¼

3

8

rof U2
o

9Dr9Dg cosb
ð12Þ

The critical droplet size due to deformation can be calculated
as in Eq. (13), based on Stokes theory of terminal velocity for a
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solid sphere (Barnea et al., 1982; Bond and Newton, 1928;
Brodkey, 1995). When the droplet is smaller than ddef ormation

crit , it
behaves like a rigid sphere, but if the droplet is larger, it starts to
deform and swerve and can fall out of the main flow towards the
wall.

ddef ormation
crit ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
0:4s

9Dr9g cosb0

s
ð13Þ
Fig. 2. Predicted transitions between oil and water wetting. All of the graphs have one

viscosity 0.002 Pa s, interfacial tension 0.04 N/m). The deviation from the baseline is fo

(950 kg/m3), (d) higher viscosity (1 Pa s) and (e) lower interfacial tension (0.005 N/m).
Brauner (2001) proposed an inclination factor, b0, which is
positive for downward inclination.

b0 ¼
9b9, 9b9r451

901�9b9, 9b94451

(
ð14Þ

Together, Eqs. (8) and (9) can be used to estimate the
transition between dispersed flow (leading to oil wetting) and
stratified flow (leading to water wetting) at water cuts below the
common set of conditions: ‘‘Baseline’’ (0.1 m horizontal pipe, density 825 kg/m3,

r (a) larger pipe diameter (0.3 m), (b) vertical inclination (901), (c) higher density



Table 1
Test parameters for horizontal model oil flow loop testing.

Parameter Value

Oil phase LVT200 oil

Water phase De-ionized water with 1 wt% NaCl

Superficial water velocity, Vsw 0–0.22 m/s

Superficial oil velocity, Vso 0.5–2.5 m/s

Water cut, e 0–20%

Pipe inclination 0 deg. (horizontal)

Pipe diameter 4 in.

System temperature 25 1C

System pressure 0.103 MPa
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‘‘phase inversion point’’. Above the ‘‘phase inversion point’’, water
becomes the continuous phase and water wetting is predicted to
prevail. This model, without being overly complicated, provides
much improved oil wetting estimations from earlier ‘‘rule-
of-thumb’’ or empirical models.

This approach is a basis of the water wetting model, which is
incorporated into the Ohio University mechanistic CO2 corrosion
prediction software package MULTICORP V4.2 (2007). When oil
wetting is predicted, the corrosion rate becomes zero, while if
water wetting is predicted, the corrosion rate is calculated based
on the flow characteristics (such as Reynolds number, water film
height, etc.), as well as the water chemistry (Nesic et al., 1996;
Nordsveen et al., 2003).

Examples of a transition line obtained by the water wetting
model described above are plotted in Fig. 2. On the left side of the
transition line, water separation and water wetting are predicted,
and on the right side, water dispersion and oil wetting are
predicted. On each of the graphs in Fig. 2 the same line is plotted
for a common set of conditions—the so called ‘‘Baseline’’. The
parameters used in constructing the Baseline are arbitrary and are
in this case typical values based on the experimental conditions used
in the current research: pipe ID 0.1 m, horizontal (01 inclination) pipe
with oil properties of r¼825 kg/m3, m¼0.002 Pa s and s¼0.04 N/m.
By changing one parameter at a time, while keeping the others
constant, some insight can be gained into the general behavior of
the model.

The model predicts higher entrainment velocities for larger
diameter pipes (Fig. 2(a)). Since the breakup of the droplets is
governed by the turbulent velocity fluctuations which occur over
the same distance as the size of the droplets, then it follows that
larger pipes producing larger eddies are not as efficient in breaking up
the droplets as smaller pipes, where the turbulent eddies are smaller.

Inclination (Fig. 2(b)) has the effect of lowering the critical
entrainment velocity, making it easier to entrain the water as the
inclination is increased, since the gravity component, driving the
separation, becomes weaker.

Higher density and viscosity (Fig. 2(c) and (d), respectively) also
contribute to lower entrainment velocities, since the water is more
easily carried by the oil. However, high interfacial tension works the
other way, by making the break-up of the droplet more difficult.

This type of predicted behavior seems to be in accordance with
the general field experience when it comes to water wetting, for
example heavier, more viscous oils are known to entrain and
suspend water more effectively than their lighter counterparts; by
adding a corrosion inhibitor or another surface active substance,
very low values of interfacial tension can be obtained (around
0.005 N/m or even lower) resulting in smaller, more easily entrained
water droplets (Fig. 2(e)). However, a more convincing argument
can be made only by comparing the predictions with accurate
measurements such as the ones described in the following section.
2. Experimental setup and instrumentation

The experimental program was conducted using a paraffinic
LVT200 model oil and water solution with 1 wt% NaCl (prepared
with deionized water) both of which are saturated with CO2

(see Table 1). LVT200 has the viscosity, m¼0.002 Pa s, density,
r¼825 kg/m3 and interfacial tension, s¼0.040 N/m, at room tem-
perature. In these experiments, the water cut was varied from 1% to
20% and testing was performed at ambient temperature and pressure.

2.1. Experimental layout

The experiments were conducted at the Institute for Corrosion
and Multiphase Technology (2007) at Ohio University in a 40 m
long, 0.1 m ID multiphase flow loop mounted on a fully inclinable rig.
The multiphase flow loop, shown in Fig. 3, is specially designed to
investigate internal corrosion and multiphase pipe flow under
realistic flow conditions found in the field. The results in the current
paper are focused on horizontal conditions (01).

The model oil is stored in a 1.2-m3 stainless steel storage tank.
The tank is equipped with two 1-kW heaters and stainless steel
cooling coils to maintain a constant temperature for all tests.
Deionized water with 1 wt% NaCl is stored in another 1.2 m3

stainless steel storage tank. The oil and the aqueous phase are
pumped separately using positive displacement pumps equipped
with variable speed motors. The oil flow rate is controlled within
a range of 0.5–3 m/s superficial velocity with 5% accuracy and
the water superficial velocity is controlled within a range of 0.01–
1 m/s with 2% accuracy.

Oil and water are brought together in a T-section. The
oil–water mixture then flows through a 3 m long flexible hose,
which allows the rig inclination to be set at any angle between
horizontal and vertical, before entering into the 0.1 m I.D., 14 m
long (140 pipe diameters) stainless steel pipe allowing the flow
pattern and wall wetting to develop and stabilize. The oil–water
mixture then enters the so called ‘‘upstream’’ 2 m long mild steel
test section, where most of the measurements are carried out.
A 2 m long transparent pipe section follows, which is used to
visualize the flow pattern. Subsequently, the oil–water mixture
flows through a 1801 bend, and enters into another 14 m long
stainless steel pipe section, where the flow pattern and the wall
wetting are allowed to reach equilibrium again. The flow then
enters the so called ‘‘downstream’’ mild steel test section
followed by another transparent pipe section. For inclined flow
these two test sections are used for distinguishing water wetting
in ascending and descending flows. In the case of horizontal flow
they offer redundant information. When the oil–water mixture
leaves the downstream test section, it flows to the oil–water
separator. The oil and the water are then led back to their
respectable storage tanks for further circulation.

The oil–water separator is a crucial element in the experi-
mental setup and enables accurate separation and dosing of the
individual liquids and prevents build-up of a stable oil–water
suspension. Fig. 4 shows the internal structure of the oil–water
separator with a capacity of 2000 l of liquids.

In order to enhance the separation efficiency, three main
internal components are installed into the separator. A liquid
distributor is set at the side close to the oil–water mixture inlet,
which is used to distribute the oil–water mixture uniformly on
the cross-section of the separator. A mesh-like droplet coalescer
comes immediately after the liquid distributor; the coalescer is
built from two materials with very different surface free energies,
namely stainless steel and plastic, enabling more effective separa-
tion. Finally the liquids go through a series of plate separators,
after which empty space allows for longer residence time
in the separator, ensuring complete separation. The water is



Fig. 3. Schematic of the inclinable flow loop used for the research. Oil and water are pumped separately and join in a 0.1 m pipe with a test section a and a transpartent

section located at the end of a 14 m straight pipe section.

Fig. 4. Schematic cross-section of the oil–water separator including a liquid

distributer, coalescer and plate separator.

Fig. 5. Schematic of the test section showing the location of the different testing

equipments with an arrow showing the direction of the flow. The equipment is

located as follows: 1. Ports for conductivity pins, 2. Fluid sampling port,

3. Transparent pipe, 4. Saddle for High Frequency Impedance Probe and 5. Port

for Electrical Resistance (ER) probe. The current study makes use of the con-

ductivity pins, the wall sampling port and the transparent pipe.
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accumulated in the water boot, before it flows back to the water
tank and the oil is pushed up through the top back to the oil tank.

Since CO2 corrosion rate measurements are carried out in this
study, in order to minimize the effect of oxygen on the corrosion
process, the system is deoxygenated using carbon dioxide (CO2)
before commencement of experiments. The deoxygenation pro-
cess for this system takes approximately two and a half hours and
results in an oxygen concentration below 25 ppb, measured with
a visual colorimetric analysis (CHEMets). The pH in the system is
maintained around pH at 4.8.
2.2. Instrumentation

Fig. 5 shows the schematic of the 2 m long mild steel test
section used in the study. The test section corrodes during
experiments, which leads to an increase of Fe2þ ion concentration
in the water phase providing an indirect measurement of
the corrosion rate. In addition the mild steel test section has
conductivity pins, and a fluid sampling port. The mild steel test
section is also designed to accommodate high frequency impe-
dance probes, and an electrical resistance (ER) probe, but these
were not a part of the current study.

In this study, four main techniques were used to determine
phase wetting on the internal wall of pipe at different oil and
water flow rates in the large diameter oil–water horizontal flow:
flow pattern visualization, conductivity pins, fluid sampling and
corrosion rate monitoring by iron counts (Fe2þ concentration).

Visual observations and recordings were conducted at the
transparent test section just downstream of the main mild steel
test section (Fig. 5). Artificial coloring of the water, by fluorescein
sodium salt, was used to enhance the contrast between the
phases under UV lighting. The macroscopic flow structure, i.e.,
the flow pattern, could be identified based on visual observations.

In this study special attention is paid to what happens at the
internal pipe wall, i.e., to the interaction between fluids and the
pipe surface, which was the main task of the experimental
campaign. Therefore, an array of conductance pins was used to
investigate the phase wetting along the circumference of the pipe
internal wall. The probes are epoxy-coated stainless steel pins
with 0.45 mm O.D. threaded through a 0.5 mm I.D. hole in the
pipe wall (Fig. 6). Five staggered rows of 160 pins are flush-
mounted on the entire circumference of the pipe wall (Fig. 5) for
the ‘‘upstream’’ test section and 93 pins that are flush-mounted
on the bottom half for the ‘‘downstream’’ test section. This
particular arrangement with a large number of spatially distrib-
uted probes was used to avoid problems with the water phase
‘‘snaking’’ around individual probes, leading to false readings.
Furthermore, this redundant configuration proved to be very



Fig. 6. One of the 160 conductivity pins, which are flush mounted on the internal

wall of the mild steel test section.

Fig. 7. Typical data for the conductivity pins distributed at the bottom half of the

test section. It is displayed as a snapshot of simultaneous wetting of the pins,

where an empty circle denotes oil wetting and a filled circle water wetting. The

snapshots describe (a) stable water wetting, (b) intermittent wetting and (c) stable

oil wetting. The bottom of the pipe corresponds to the vertical center of the pin

snapshot.
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useful for characterizing intermittent wetting and for eliminating
experimental outliers.

The conductivity pins detect whether the fluid on top of them is
conductive (water) or non-conductive (oil/air) using a voltage divider,
of which the conducitivity pin is the bottom resistor and a 1 MO
resistor as the top resistor. If a non-conductive fluid is in contact with
the conductivity pin it forms a high resistance between the pin and
the mild steel test section and the node voltage (between the 1 MO
resistance and the pin) is the same as the excitation voltage. If a
conductivity pin is covered with water the resistance between the pin
and the mild steel test section is low and the node voltage is lower
than the excitation voltage. This voltage is sent to a comparator to
compare with a reference voltage, which can change depending on
the salinity of the water. When the voltage is lower than the reference
voltage the pin is determined to be wetted with water, otherwise it is
wetted with oil. This information is collected from all of the pins
simultaneously and each pin is displayed as either a filled circle if it is
water wet or an empty circle if it is oil wet as seen in Fig. 7. The Figure
shows the three different wetting regimes:
�
 stable water wetting: where at least a portion of the pipe wall is
constantly wet with water (in the case of horizontal pipe flow
it is the bottom), and corrosion is likely;

�
 intermittent wetting: where a portion of the pipe wall is

periodically wet with water and oil in an alternating fashion,
and corrosion is possible;

�
 stable oil wetting: where the whole pipe wall is constantly wet

with oil, and corrosion is unlikely.
A fluid sampling method was used to measure the water and
oil content very close to the surface of the pipe inner wall by
extracting the fluid from the bottom of the pipe using a precisely
controlled needle valve and a solenoid valve. The controlling
instrumentation was carefully calibrated so that the proper
extraction time and suction is applied to minimize erroneous
readings. Slow sampling may lead to separation of the oil and
water in the sampling tubing while aggressive suction draws
liquid from the bulk of the flow, both distorting the picture about
the oil/water ratio at vicinity of the wall. The amount of oil and
water in the sampling tubes was estimated visually, with a
measurement error as high as 100% at very high or low water
contents (o10% water or 490% water) and as low as 10% at
moderate water content (10–90% water).

Since a CO2 saturated water/oil mixture is circulated through
the flow loop, it is straightforward to conduct corrosion measure-
ments in the mild steel test section. When water wets the inner
wall of the carbon steel test section, corrosion is initiated
according to

FeðsÞ þCO2ðaqÞ þH2OðlÞ-Fe2þ
þCO2�

3 þH2ðgÞ ð15Þ

This will manifest itself as a rise in dissolved ferrous ion (Fe2þ)
concentration in the water phase, which can be detected
by sampling the water and employing a spectrophotometer
(so called ‘‘iron counts’’). The iron count technique has a con-
siderably longer response time (typically a few hours) for esti-
mating phase wetting compared to the other methods discussed
(typically a few seconds to a few minutes), and has an error of
measurement of 20%.

It was anticipated that on using different techniques for the
detection of phase wetting as described above, overlapping
information will be obtained. This would increase the confidence
in the overall conclusions and yield a stronger base for modeling
of water wetting.
3. Results and discussion

The results of flow pattern visualization are discussed first,
followed by the phase wetting results according to the conduc-
tivity pins. Those results are then compared and put in context
with fluid sampling and iron corrosion rate (iron count)
measurements.

3.1. Flow pattern map from visualization

Based on video images from a high speed image recorder,
different flow patterns were identified at different flow conditions
(Fig. 8). The superficial fluid velocity is calculated as a flow rate
divided by the pipe cross section area, both for the oil, Vso, and
water, Vsw. The total oil–water superficial velocity, Vst

(Figs. 8(b) and 10(b)), is the combined velocity of oil and water
(Vst¼VsoþVsw).

There are two dominant flow regimes depending on the oil
superficial velocity, Vso: stratified and dispersed. It was found that
when Vso is lower than 1.5 m/s, the flow is stratified but dispersed
when Vso is 1.5 m/s or greater. Each flow regime is further divided
into sub-categories:
�
 stratified:
J stratified with water globules,
J smooth stratified,
J stratified with a mixing layer;

�
 dispersed:

J semi-dispersed,
J fully dispersed.



Fig. 9. Visualization of typical flow patterns at Vst¼0.5 m/s, taken under UV light

with fluorescein salt added to the water. (a) At Vsw¼0.025 m/s (5% water cut) the

water flows as globules at the bottom, (b) at Vsw¼0.1 m/s (20% water cut) the flow

is stratified with a mixing layer on top of the water layer.
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sw

water stream flows separated at the bottom of the horizontal line,

For the lowest water flow rates (superficial velocities V ), the

but there is not enough water phase to produce a continuous
water layer. Instead, the water is broken up into globules that
flow at the pipe bottom (Fig. 9(a)). The size of the globules
depends on the Vso, since increasing the superficial oil velocity
increases the turbulence, which breaks the globules up into
smaller globules which are eventually entrained and dispersed
as water droplets in the bulk oil phase. As the superficial water
velocity increases, the globules coalesce into a thin water layer at
the bottom of the pipe at values of Vsw of around 0.07–0.1 m/s,
depending on the Vso, and the flow pattern becomes smooth
stratified. With increasing superficial water velocity, water
droplets become entrained in the oil layer at the oil–water
interface, and conversely, some oil droplets flow dispersed at
the top of the water layer, at which point the flow regime
becomes stratified with a mixing layer (Fig. 9(b)).

The dispersed flow was observed at VsoZ1.5 m/s (Fig. 8). At
low Vsw (o0.1 m/s), the flow was fully dispersed, and the water
was evenly distributed across the cross section of the pipe. At Vsw

greater than 0.1 m/s, the flow pattern is semi-dispersed, meaning
that the entrained water droplets are more concentrated towards
the bottom of the pipe, due to increased coalescence making
larger water droplets so that they are pulled down more effec-
tively by gravity. The model presented in Eqs. (6) and (7) for the
transition between stratified and dispersed flow is included in
Fig. 8(b) and shows a good match with the measured transition,
especially at lower oil–water velocity, Vst.
Out of the five flow patterns reported in the current paper,
three of them correspond to the flow patterns defined by Trallero
(1995): smooth stratified, stratified with mixing layer and dispersed.
The two flow patterns which deviate from the classification of
Trallero are stratified with globule, which is not generally defined
in the literature, but can be categorized as a variation of the
stratified flow pattern for low water cuts, and semi-dispersed,
which can fall under the definition of fully dispersed flow.

3.2. Phase wetting map from conductivity pins

The results obtained with the conductance probes identified
three main phase wetting regimes, stable water wetting, stable oil

wetting and intermittent wetting, described in Section 2.2. It
should be stressed that in this terminology, it is sufficient that
only a part of the pipe wall (often the bottom part) is wetted with
water in order to use the term ‘‘water wetting’’, because this will
likely lead to corrosion.

From Fig. 10 it appears that there is a threshold, i.e., for
superficial oil velocity higher than 1.5 m/s, one gets full water
entrainment, resulting in the steel surface being predominantly
oil wet, with low likelihood of corrosion. At these high oil
velocities the turbulent energy of the flow is sufficient to entrain
the entire water phase. However, upon closer inspection one can
see that at low oil velocities (o1.5 m/s), oil wetting is also
observed for very low water velocities (Vswo0.03 m/s). At these
low water velocities, the water flows as globules at the bottom
(Fig. 8), but is not able to wet the wall. As the Vsw, and thereby the
water cut, is increased (keeping Vso in the range of 0.5–1.5 m/s)
the water globules become bigger and heavier and start to wet
bottom intermittently leading to the possiblity of corrosion.
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As the water cut is increased further, stable water layer is formed
at the bottom producing constant water wetting and increasing
the likelihood of corrosion.

The wetting results obtained with the conductivity pins
(Fig. 10) are consistent with the flow pattern observations
(Fig. 8), where dispersed flow and stable oil wetting were
observed for Vso41.5 m/s. Conversely, for Vsoo1.5 m/s, stratifica-
tion of the flow is observed, where the water can either flow in a
stable layer and wet the bottom of the pipe continuously, flow as
large globules leading to intermittent wetting or be fully
entrained by the oil phase resulting in stable oil wetting, all
depending on the superficial water velocity, Vsw, i.e. the water cut.

Table 2 contains the result from both the flow pattern
observation and the phase wetting measurements in a convenient
format. It further emphasizes the strong correlation between the
flow pattern and the phase wetting. Stable water wetting is only
observed when the flow is stratified and stable oil wetting is only
observed when the flow is dispersed. However, intermittent
wetting can be observed for every flow pattern, except for fully
dispersed flow.
3.3. Results of fluid sampling

Besides the results of the flow patterns and wetting regimes,
Table 2 furthermore contains the results from fluid sampling from
the bottom of the pipe. The fluid sampling is one more test
method that was used to compare with the findings from both the
visual observation and the conductance probe measurements.
It was shown that full water wetting is only observed when
the water flows at the bottom of the pipe as a layer (rather than
globules) and the fluid sample in this case shows 100% water.
Even if only 1% of oil was found in the fluid sample (i.e. 99%
water), this corresponded to intermittent wetting, apparently
with the water in the form of rather large globules, which
occasionally wet the pipe wall. When the water in the fluid
sample showed between 99% and 40% water, intermittent wetting
was observed while even in the stable oil wetting regime the
water in the fluid sample was detected in the range of 1–20%.

As the water flow rate increases, the turbulence of the flow is
insufficient to prevent coalescence of the water droplets, and the
water droplets form larger and heavier droplets, which sink
towards the bottom of the pipe. The fluid sampling picks up this
tendency, since higher water ratio in the fluid sample is measured
for higher water flow rate. If results from different oil velocities
are compared (Table 2), it is found that 99% water is measured in
the fluid sample for 3.6% water cut at 0.5 m/s compared to 75%
water in the fluid sample for 3.6% water cut at 1.0 m/s.

Clearly, while the two are broadly consistent, the correlation
between fluid sample composition and water wetting is not
straightforward. One can speculate that fluid sampling, if used
as a stand alone technique (without the aid of other techniques)
would have offered ambiguous results (at best) and would be
difficult to relate to pipe wall wetting.

3.4. Corrosion rate measurements

Since corrosion occurs as soon as water comes into contact
with the steel surface, the transition between oil wetting and
intermittent wetting is of great practical importance. No corro-
sion occurs when the pipe wall is steadily oil wet, while some
corrosion is to be expected in the case of intermittent wetting,
although the water is not constantly in contact with the pipe wall.
Even more corrosion is to be expected in the stable water wetting
regime.

As the test section in the flow loop is made out of mild steel
while the rest of the flow loop is made out of non-corroding
materials, corrosion under different wetting regimes could be
assessed by monitoring the concentration of Fe2þ in the water
phase—iron counts. The result from iron counts are shown in
Table 3 with the iron count measurements taken after the flow
regime has been kept constant for at least 30 min. They confirm
that no corrosion was measurable when the stable oil wetting
regime was maintained. In the intermittent water wetting regime
some corrosion was observed as indicated by the clear increase in
the iron counts.The corrosion rate was significantly higher
(approximatey double) in the the stable water wetting regime.

Overall one can summarize that the corrosion process, as
monitored by the change in the Fe2þ concentration in the water
phase —iron counts, is an indispendable tool required to reinforce
other types of the phase wetting measurements. However, one
needs to remember that it is also an inconvenient technique
particularly when used as a standalone phase wetting measure-
ment indicator. The corrosion rate measurements are slow, and
what is even more important—difficult to apply and interpret in a
straightforward fashion. For example, when the corrosion rate is
mass transfer/flow dependent (e.g. in the low pH range), this
effect is difficult to distinguish from the water wetting effect.
Another example the concentration of Fe2þ in the water phase
will not increase nearly as much if a corrosion inhibitor is present,
whether it is added to the system or it is naturally found in the oil
being tested. In such cases, the result of corrosion inhibition can
easily be confused with the change in water wetting—particualrly
because both can happen at the same time and lead to a reduction
in the corrosion rate. Even more difficulties are encountered in



Table 2
Comparison of results from conductivity pins (wetting maps), visual observation (flow regime maps) and fluid sampling for each superficial water and oil velocity.

Vso

(m/s)

Vsw

(m/s)

Water cut,

e (%)

Wetting regime Flow regime Fluid sampling

(% water)

Vso

(m/s)

Vsw

(m/s)

Water cut,

e (%)

Wetting

regime

Flow regime Fluid

sampling

(% water)

0.5 0.019 3.6 Intermittent Stratified w/globules 99 1.5 0.019 1.2 Oil Dispersion 1

0.5 0.022 4.3 Intermittent Stratified w/globules 99 1.5 0.037 2.4 Oil Dispersion 1

0.5 0.026 4.9 Intermittent Stratified w/globules 99 1.5 0.074 4.7 Oil Dispersion 10

0.5 0.037 6.9 Intermittent Stratified w/globules 99 1.5 0.11 6.9 Oil Semi-dispersed 20

0.5 0.056 10.0 Intermittent Stratified w/globules 99 1.5 0.15 9.0 Intermittent Semi-dispersed 40

0.5 0.074 12.9 Water Smooth stratified 100 1.5 0.17 10.0 Intermittent Semi-dispersed 40

0.5 0.093 15.6 Water Stratified w/mixed layer 100 1.5 0.19 11.0 Intermittent Semi-dispersed 60

0.5 0.11 18.2 Water Stratified w/mixed layer 100 1.5 0.22 12.9 Intermittent Semi-dispersed 60

0.7 0.019 2.6 Intermittent Stratified w/globules 99 2.5 0.019 0.73 Oil Dispersion 5

0.7 0.037 5.0 Intermittent Stratified w/globules 99 2.5 0.056 2.2 Oil Dispersion 5

0.7 0.056 7.3 Intermittent Stratified w/globules 99 2.5 0.093 3.6 Oil Dispersion 4

0.7 0.063 8.2 Intermittent Stratified w/globules 99 2.5 0.10 3.8 Oil Dispersion 2

0.7 0.074 9.6 Intermittent Stratified w/globules 99 2.5 0.11 4.3 Oil Dispersion 2

0.7 0.093 11.7 Intermittent Smooth stratified 100 2.5 0.13 4.9 Oil Dispersion 2

0.7 0.13 15.6 Water Stratified w/mixed layer 100 2.5 0.17 6.2 Oil Dispersion 2

0.7 0.17 19.2 Water Stratified w/mixed layer 100 2.5 0.20 7.5 Oil Dispersion 2

1.0 0.019 1.8 Intermittent Stratified w/globules 5

1.0 0.026 2.5 Intermittent Stratified w/globules 50

1.0 0.037 3.6 Intermittent Stratified w/globules 75

1.0 0.056 5.3 Intermittent Stratified w/globules 90

1.0 0.074 6.9 Intermittent Stratified w/globules 95

1.0 0.093 8.5 Intermittent Stratified w/globules 99

1.0 0.11 10.0 Intermittent Smooth stratified 99

1.0 0.13 11.5 Intermittent Stratified w/mixed layer 99

1.0 0.15 12.9 Intermittent Stratified w/mixed layer 99

1.0 0.17 14.3 Water Stratified w/mixed layer 100

1.0 0.19 15.6 Water Stratified w/mixed layer 100

1.0 0.20 16.9 Water Stratified w/mixed layer 100

Table 3
Change in Fe2þ concentration measured for different wetting regimes after 30 min

exposure.

Phase wetting Fe2þ change

(ppm)

Oil–water mixture

velocity (m/s)

Water

cut (%)

Water wetting 1.32 0.6 16

Intermittent wetting 0.57 0.8 14

Oil wetting 0 1.6 7
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those conditions where an iron cabonate corrosion product layer
forms (at higher pH and higher temperature) when the corrosion
rate, concentration of Fe2þ in the bulk water phase and the
wettability of an iron carbonate covered steel surface change in a
complicated way and make it difficult to reach a valid conclusion.
4. Modeling

The experimental results shown above already suggests that
even in this ‘‘simplest of cases’’ one cannot deduce a simple
criterion for water wetting and that the ‘‘rule-of-thumb’’
approach, used previously by the industry, is bound to fail. For
example the common criterion, where oil wetting is expected to
occur at flow rates above 1 m/s and water cuts below 30% is
clearly not valid in this case. Both the visual observations and the
phase wetting measurements suggest that there may be some
sort of threshold, i.e. at 1.5 m/s, however it is lower for low water
cuts. Even more importantly, all the values reported above are
valid only for the given type of oil (with its given properties) and
this diameter and inclination of the line, and that very different
results would be obtained if any of these changed (as suggested in
the parametric analysis shown in Fig. 2, and confirmed with
further experimentation).

On the other hand, the mechanistic model described above
performs reasonably well. For example Fig. 10(b) includes a model
prediction, based on the water entrainment model (Eqs. (6) and
(7)). The model accurately calculates the transition between stable
oil wetting and water wetting, which happens when the wetting
regime changes from oil wetting to intermittent wetting. The
results displayed in Table 3 verify that this transition (oil wetting
to intermittent wetting) is also the transistion between corrosive
and non-corrosive conditions. The model (Fig. 10(b) sucessfully
captures the change in wetting found at very low water cuts (o2%
water cut), something that is not possible to conclude by looking at
the map of flow patterns alone (Fig. 8).

It is important to stress, that it is not claimed here, that the
model in its present from is universally applicable to all other
situations and fluids, including flow of heavier crude oils and
other oil–water chemistries containing surface active compounds.
However, the present model is a major step forward when
compared to the various rules of thumb and empirical models
previously used. Also, as it is mechanistic in nature, the model
should relatively be easy to accommodate improvements which
will likely be required to account for new phenomena observed
under different conditions.
5. Conclusions

A water entrainment model, based on the transition between
stratified and dispersed flow, has been suggested for oil–water
two phase flow. This model can be used successfully to predict the
transition between stratified and dispersed flow, and between oil
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and water wetting. The assumption that oil wetting occurs when
the water phase is fully dispersed in the oil is substantiated, as
well as the assumption that stable oil wetting will lead to zero
corrosion. Since the model is based on the physical behaviors of
the flow, it can be used to gain understanding of what will happen
when one, or more, of the parameters are changed. Lower
entrainment velocities would be obtained with smaller diameter
pipes, higher inclination (upwards or downwards), higher oil
viscosity and density and lower interfacial tension.

The conductivity pins were proved to be a reliable and
effective method to assess the surface wetting, as the results
were backed up by other measurement techniques (fluid
sampling, visual observation and Fe2þ concentration). Using the
conductivity pins, three different wetting regimes were identi-
fied: water wetting, intermittent wetting and oil wetting.
Corrosion was not detected under stable oil wetting conditions
and was considerably lower under intermittent wetting condi-
tions than stable water wetting.
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